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Assemblin acquires additional ventilation in Norway  
Through the acquisition of the ventilation specialist Nor-Klima T. Svendsen AS (”Nor-Klima”) 
Assemblin strengthens its position within ventilation in Drammen, Norway. 
 
Nor-Klima was founded in 1992 and is a ventilation company with operations in the Drammen area (west of 
Oslo) with annual sales of approximately SEK 33 million.  

“Two years ago we started our ventilation operations in Norway and have since grown organically, delivering 
more than ten projects with high customer satisfaction and strong results. Today, we have a stable ventilation 
platform and, with this acquisition, we gain additional experience, competence and customer relationships”, 
says Torkil Skancke Hansen, President and Head of Business Area Norway. 

“Nor-Klima is a profitable ventilation company that, like Assemblin, has a strong focus on quality and customer 
satisfaction. The goal is that we together will continue to develop Assemblin’s ventilation operations in 
Norway”, says Stein Arne Svaeren, Head of Ventilation Assemblin Norway. 

For Nor-Klima the transaction is an opportunity to secure additional capacity and financial muscle to win larger 
projects.  

“We have known Assemblin for some time and are certain that they share our high ambitions. As a part of 
Assemblin we can deepen and expand our work with our customers and participate in larger projects”, says 
Carl Morten Svendsen, Manging Director of Nor-Klima. 
 
For more information, contact: 
Torkil Skancke Hansen, President and Business Area Manager of Assemblin Norge, 
torkil.hansen@assemblin.no, +47 97 57 75 54 
Åsvor Brynnel, Head of Communications and Sustainability at Assemblin, asvor.brynnel@assemblin.se,  
+46 10 475 39 48 

 

About Assemblin 
Assemblin is an end-to-end installation and service partner with operations in Sweden, Norway and Finland. We design, install and 
maintain technical systems for air, water and energy. Our vision is to create smart and sustainable installations that make buildings 
work and people feel comfortable. We make this possible through close local collaboration and are supported by a strong organisation. 
We have annual sales of SEK 10 billion and about 5,900 dedicated employees at more than 100 locations in the Nordic region. Read 
more at assemblin.com 
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